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Abstract

A compact gate valve for UHV is described. The valve was designed to allow isolation

of the ion source volume of an ion gun used in a surface analysis system. Therefore

filaments can be replaced without ultra-high vacuum loss in the analysis chamber.

Others applications for this valve are suggested.

The valve has been built inside a DN40CF flange. Operation of the valve is made by a

linear actuator. Differential pumping is possible with the use of a Tee in the actuator

connection. The construction details are described and the testing results are presented.

Introduction

Heated filaments are commonly used in many surface analytical instruments. Examples

are electron guns used for electron microscopy, for Auger spectroscopy and for sample

charge compensation. Moreover, many ion guns based in electron bombardement

ionizers have similar filaments. These ion guns are used for sputter cleaning or for

secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). Since most of these instruments are used in

surface science, they have to work in ultra-high vacuum under pressures down to 10-10

mbar, after many hours of pumping and baking.

Most of these instruments have no valves to allow the isolation of the filament volume,

when one filament needs to be replaced. Therefore the UHV chamber has to be vented

to allow opening and then the pumping procedure has to repeated. Consequently, this

maintenance task very often results in a long delay to the scheduled work.



In this paper we describe a gate valve that has been specially designed to allow the

isolation of the filament volume in an Hiden ion gun [1] used for SIMS in a

Multitechnique Surface Analysis System [2].  This valve is very compact and is fully

compatible with ultra high vacuum. With the introduction of this valve, filaments of the

ion gun may be replaced without vacuum loss in analysis chamber. This save a

considerable amount of time that otherwise had to be spent in pumping and baking the

whole chamber after filament maintenance.

Valve Description

The prototype valve, has been built inside of a NW38CF blank flange. The valve

dimensions are the same of the original flange. A tube has been TIG welded in the

cylindrical side to allow operation of the valve. A top view and a cross section of valve

is represented in Fig. 1.

The number of moving parts is small. Inside the tube a rod can be shifted in both

directions. The end of this rod is bolted in a U shaped piece. The gate is squared with

rounded corners and is fixed to the U-piece by a shaft. This gate has an o-ring to

guarantee sealing when closed. The closed position of the gate is defined by a front stop.

This piece is spot welded to valve body. A cover plate encloses all these pieces. The

valve aperture was bored in the center of the flange (a small hole of about 2 mm in

diameter) as well as in the cover plate. This plate has a second and larger aperture (≈10

mm) to allow pumping of inner volume and it is tight with 3 M3 bolts.

Details of valve opening and closing are represented in Fig. 2. The sliding gate is moved

by the rod. When open, the gate is completely out of the aperture, hidden inside the

flange. To close the valve, the gate is shifted towards the stop. The shaft of the gate

works in a tilted elliptical hole. When the gate finds the end the U-piece continues to

move against the cover plate.  Compression of the O-ring is reached since the U-piece

moves up pushing the gate to the aperture.

Opening and closing are performed through a linear motion actuator connected to a

NW16CF port in the tube. This port allows differential pumping if necessary with the

introduction of a NW16CF tee. Fig. 3 illustrates how differential pumping can be

performed. In this case, an extended rod should be used for the connection to the

actuator.



All pieces of the prototype valve has been built in ASI 304 L stainless steel. The

actuator is bellow sealed and the O-ring is in viton. Therefore, the valve is fully UHV

compatible and it is bakeable to 150°C in open or closed positions.

The aperture diameter of 2 mm is enough for the beams of most instruments.  However,

this aperture can be increased to about 10 mm with small changes in the construction

details. In the ion gun where the prototype valve has been mounted, the aperture is used

as a flow resistance to avoid heavy gas load to the analysis chamber during the

operation of the gun.

The valve instalation is very easy. It can be mounted in between two flanges of the some

size, using two copper gaskets fastened with longer bolts. The six M6 bolts have shown

to be enough to compress and ensure sealing in the copper gaskets of both flange sides.

Optionally two sets of tapped holes, 30°out of phase, can be threaded to allow an easier

compression.

The valve was leak tested using a helium mass spectrometer calibrated for a minimum

sensitivity of 10–10 mbar.l.s–1. No leaks were found in the two installation options: the

vacuum side for the flat side of the valve or the vacuum side for the cover plate side.

However, it is recommended to install the valve with the flat side to the lower pressure

side to help sealing. Furthermore, differential pumping throughout the cover plate hole

of the enclosed volume is only possible if the valve is mounted in this position.

Conclusions

The described prototype valve is being used in the Multitechnique Surface Analysis

System [2] allowing fast filament replacement in the electron bombardment ion source

without ultra-high vacuum loss. Every time maintenance of the ion source is needed, we

save about two days in pumping and baking the whole system. The valve took about 12

hours to be machinned and was easily mounted in the ion gun. It still reveals high

performance and reliability.

This valve can be scaled to any other size and can be built in flanges with different sizes

in both sides (zero-length adaptor flanges). The compact size makes this valve suitable

for many other applications. To automatize this valve only an electrical or pneumatic

actuator is required.

The patent of this valve is pending.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1— Top view and cross section of the valve showing the construction details. In

the top view the cover plate is not represented.

Figure 2— Sealing detail. When the gate reaches the stop, the U-piece is moved towards

the cover plate compressing the gate O-ring against the valve body.

Figure 3— Valve installation. A DN16CF Tee can be inserted between the actuator and

the valve to allow differential pumping.








